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Poem

Year

2007

1993

1794

1842

1818

“a healing star”
“a yellow sunrise”

“blind me to me own identity”

“bandage up me eye with me own history”

Imtiaz Dharker

Tissue

Seamus Heaney

Storm on the
Island

William Wordsworth

Extract from ‘The
Prelude’

2006

1966

1798

1. Heaney sees nature as bleak and oppressive, unlike Romantic poets
2. The poem is an extended metaphor for the Troubles in Ireland: conflict between Unionists and
the Nationalists

“like a living thing”
“unknown modes of being”
“huge and mighty forms”
“exploding comfortably”
“spits like a tame cat / Turned savage”

“unswerving line”

“I fixed my view”

“we are prepared”

“it blows full / Blast”

1. Dharker was born in Pakistan but grew up in Scotland

“a sigh, a shift”
“borderlines” / “brick” / “block”

“lets the light shine through”

“thinned by age or touching”

3. Dharker aims to tell the reader to be inspired by the flexibility of tissue
4. We see that humans’ attempts to place boundaries on nature are futile

“a grand design… with living tissue”
“a structure never meant to last”

“stroked and turned transparent”

“I might feel their drift”

2. Much of her poetry deals with cultural identity

3. He demonstrates the helplessness of humans against the force of nature

“it is a huge nothing that we fear”

“leaves and branches can raise a chorus in a
gale”

“we are bombarded by the empty air”

2. The sublime, which interested Wordsworth greatly, is pleasure caused by an overwhelming,
amazing disruption of harmony, revealing humans’ insignificance

“huge peak, black and huge”

“I unloosed her chain”

1. Wordsworth, a Romantic poet, believed in the sublime beauty and power of nature; nature can
cause deep spiritual awakening

4. Agard was born in Guyana in the Caribbean and uses spelling to match his dialect

3. Agard criticises cultural repression - the restraint of his culture

2. Post-colonialist poem, giving voice to previously oppressed cultures

“(led by her)”

“I carving out me identity”

“fire-woman”

“dem tell me”

“beacon”

4. Sense of identity and belonging

“they circle me”

“white streets” / “white plane”

1. Criticism of Eurocentrism in teaching

3. Like Blake, Rumens criticises the corruption of authorities

“comb” / “love”

“sick with tyrants”

2. We see the fear of tyranny and dictatorship

1. About an anonymous emigrant

“frontiers rise between us”

“time rolls its tanks”

“bright, filled paperweight”

“branded by an impression of sunlight”

“youthful Harlots curse”

“in every cry”

3. Blake criticises the authorities and the way they remove individual freedom, as well as being
disgusted by the filth and inequality of London

2. The “curse” might be a venereal disease, transmitted to the “infant”

“hapless Soldiers sigh”

“marks of weakness / woe”
“blights with plagues the Marriage
hearse”

1. Blake was a Romantic poet. He believed in the purity of childhood, the beauty of nature, the
horror of industrialisation and the injustice of traditional power structures

“blackning Church”

“charter’d street” “charter’d Thames”

“mind-forg’d manacles”

4. The artists Fra Pandolf and Claus of Innsbruck did not exist; they are invented by Browning to
mock the reader and the Duke

3. The poem is a dramatic monologue, telling the Duke’s side of the story

2. Based on Duke Alonso of Ferrara and set in Ferrara, Italy 1564

“Notice Neptune taming a sea horse”

“I gave commands then all smiles
stopped together”

“none puts by / The curtain I have drawn for
you, but I”

1. Browning was writing in the Victorian era

“I choose never to stoop”

“gift… nine-hundred-years-old name”

“looking as if she were alive”

2. Based on the statue of Rameses II, an Ancient Egyptian ruler, stolen by Britain to display

“too soon made glad / too easily impressed”

“boundless and bare”

1. Shelley was a Romantic poet. These were poets who believed in the purity of childhood, the
beauty of nature, the horror of industrialisation and the injustice of traditional power structures

Context

“daylight / cherries / white mule”

“Nothing beside remains”

“stamped on these lifeless things”

“Look on my works, ye mighty”

“half sunk, a shattered visage lies”

“wrinkled lip and sneer of cold command”

“King of Kings”

Quotations

“vast and trunkless”

Nature’s power vs human transience

John Agard

Me History

Checking Out

Carol Rumens

The Emigrée

William Blake

London

Robert Browning

My Last Duchess

Percy Bysshe
Shelley

Ozymandias

Tyranny and oppression
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Jessie Weir

Poppies

Simon Armitage

Remains

Beatrice Garland

Kamikaze

Carol Ann Duffy

War Photographer

Ted Hughes

Bayonet Charge

Wilfred Owen

Exposure

Alfred Lord Tennyson

The Charge of
the Light Brigade

Poem

2009

2008

2007

1985

1957

1917

1854

Year

1. Owen personally experienced the horrors of the First World War
2. Owen suffered from shell shock (PTSD) and was sent to a war hospital where he wrote many of his
poems
3. Owen returned to war for the final stages and was killed a week before its end
4. “Our brains ache” echoes Keats, who wrote about nature “my heart aches”. He shows that war has
caused nature to become destructive
1. The First World War saw the mechanisation of war: tanks, machine guns and gas

“on us the doors are closed”
“war lasts, rain soaks and clouds sad
stormy”
“all their eyes are ice”
“dawn massing in the east her melancholy army”
“shot-slashed furrows”

“But nothing happens”

“sudden successive flights of bullets streak
the silence”
“our brains ache in the merciless iced east
winds that knive us”

“Rural England.”

“spools of suffering”

“playground voice”
“the dove pulled freely against the
sky, an ornamental stitch”

“flattened, rolled, turned into felt”

“like a wishbone”

“released a songbird from its cage”

“steeled the softening of my face”

“spasms of paper red, disrupting a blockade / of yellow bias binding”

“his blood-shadow stays on the street”

“tosses his guts”

“drink and the drugs won’t flush him
out”
“sleep” “dream”

1. Poem based on Armitage’s 2007 film The Not Dead

“his bloody life in my bloody hands”

“probably armed, possibly not”

3. Weir is a textile designer – reference to “felt”, “tucks, darts and pleats” and “an ornamental stitch”
are because of her experience with fabrics

4. First-person narrative mirrors the interview style; Tromans was given little support by the army and
so it is as though he is confessing his pain directly to the reader
1. Commissioned by Carol Ann Duffy, who wrote War Photographer, who asked poets to write poems
commemorating war
2. Refers to “Armistice Sunday”, which commemorates WWI

3. The “desert sand” is from the Iraq War – Tromans fought in Basra

2. Based on an interview with Guardsman Tromans, who suffers from PTSD

4. Kamikaze was seen as poetic and heroic like short-lived cherry blossoms

“better way to die”

“like a huge flag… figure of eight”

“rips through his life”

3. There was a strong sense of duty towards family, reputation and nation

2. The samurai code valued death over the dishonour of surrender or failure

“as though he no longer existed”

“powerful incantations”
“chattered and laughed”

1. Kamikaze were Japanese suicide bombers, targeting the USA in World War II

“fishes flashing silver”

“one-way journey”

“like bunting on a…translucent sea”

is ephemeral, transitory or temporary

3. “All flesh is grass” is a quote from the Old Testament and means that life

“a hundred” “five or six”

“half-formed ghost”

2. Lists Belfast, Beirut, Phnom Penh – sites of modern conflict

1. Inspired by Duffy’s friendship with a war photographer

4. Hares are often symbolic of spring time, rebirth and fertility

“nightmare heat”

“blood stained into foreign dust”

“ordered rows”

“ordinary pain”

“yellow hare”

“the patriotic tear that had brimmed”

“cold clockwork of the stars”

“King, honour, human dignity etcetera
dropped like luxuries”
“sweating like molten iron”

“bullets smacking the belly out of the air”

2. Hughes’ poems usually explore nature but this one takes inspiration from the stories of his father,
who fought in the First World War. Like Owen, Hughes transgresses patriotism
3. Describes the experience of an anonymous solider ‘going over-the-top’

4. Tennyson was poet Laureate and so shows patriotism and jingoism

“honour the light brigade”

“some one had blundered”

“raw-seamed hot khaki”

3. There was a miscommunication, which led soldiers to their deaths

2. Set in the Battle of Balaclava

“cannon” (repetition)

“shot and shell”

“jaws of death” “mouth of hell”

1. A poem about Crimean War

Context

“noble six hundred”

“theirs but to do and die”

“half a league”

Quotations

Topic/Skill
Direct
Proportion

Definition/Tips
If two quantities are in direct proportion, as
one increases, the other increases by the
same percentage.
If

is directly proportional to

Example

, this can

be written as
An equation of the form

Inverse
Proportion

repre-

sents direct proportion, where
is the
constant of proportionality.
If two quantities are inversely proportional,
as one increases, the other decreases by
the same percentage.
If

is inversely proportional to

, this

can be written as

Density,
Mass,
Volume

An equation of the form
inverse proportion.
Density = Mass ÷ Volume
Mass = Density x Volume
Volume = Mass ÷ Density

represents
Density = 8kg/m³
Mass = 2000g

Find the Volume.

Pressure,
Force, Area

Pressure = Force ÷ Area

Pressure = 10 Pascals

Force = Pressure x Area

Area = 6cm²

Area = Force ÷ Pressure
Find the Force

Tree
Diagrams

Tree diagrams show all the possible outcomes of an event and calculate their
probabilities.
All branches must add up to 1 when
adding downwards.
This is because the probability of something not happening is 1 minus the probability that it does happen.
Multiply going across a tr ee diagr am.
Add going down a tr ee diagr am.

5

Probability
Notation

Venn
Diagrams

P(A) r efer s to the probability that event
A will occur.

P(Red Queen) refers to the probability
of picking a Red Queen from a pack of
cards.

P(A’) refers to the probability that event A
will not occur.

P(Blue’) refers to the probability that
you do not pick Blue.

P(A
B) r efer s to the probability that
event A or B or both will occur.

P(Blonde
Right Handed) refers to
the probability that you pick someone
who is Blonde or Right Handed or
both.

P(A
B) r efer s to the probability that
both events A and B will occur.

P(Blonde
Right Handed) refers to
the probability that you pick someone
who is both Blonde and Right Handed.

A Venn Diagram shows the relationship
between a group of different things and
how they overlap.
You may be asked to shade Venn Diagrams
as shown below and to the right.

Error
Interval

A range of values that a number could have
taken before being rounded or truncated.

0.6 has been rounded to 1 decimal
place.

An error interval is written using
inequalities, with a lower bound and an
upper bound.

The error interval is:

Note that the lower bound inequality can be
‘equal to’, but the upper bound cannot be
‘equal to’.

The lower bound is 0.55
6
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An ECOSYSTEM is a natural system made up of plants, animals and the environment. There are many complex interrelationships (links) between
the living (plants & animal) and non-living (atmosphere) components. Ecosystems can be as small as a hedgerow or pond. Larger ecosystems, on
a global scale, are known as biomes, such as tropical rainforest or the desert.
Producer

Organisms that get their food from the natural environment (e.g. by photosyn-

Consumer

Organisms that feed on the producers or each other. They are made up of:
•herbivores (only eats plants), •carnivores (eat only animals) •omnivores (eats
animals and plants)
Fungi and bacteria feed on dead and waste material. They break down dead material and recycle the nutrients back to the soil.

Food Chain

A food chain and web shows what eats what. A food chain is a single line of link-

Food Web

A food chain and web shows what eats what. A food web shows all the linkages

Nutrient
Cycle

The movement of nutrients around an ecosystem. e.g. when dead material is
decomposed, nutrients are released into the soil. The nutrients are then taken up
from the soil by plants. The nutrients are then passed to consumers when they eat
the plants. When the consumers die, decomposers return the nutrients to the soil.
Thisofisan
theecosystem
nutrient cycle.
A change in one part
has an impact on other parts of the ecosystem. Some parts of an ecosystem depend on the others (e.g.
consumers depend on producers for a source of food) and some depend on them for a habitat. So if one part changes it affects all the other
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der Ort – place
die Schildkröte – tortoise
die Schlange – snake

spannend – exciting
spazieren gehen – to go for a walk
süƁ – sweet

freiwillig – voluntary
der/die Freiwillige – volunteer
geduldig - patient

helfen – to help
die Hilfe – help

täglich – daily
der Tierpark – animal park, zoo
das Tierheim – animal shelter
die Umwelt - environment
der Unterricht – lessons, teaching
unterrichten – to teach
verbringen – to spend (time)
verschieden – different
die Weltkarte – world map
zurzeit – at present
Willkommen im Abenteuer
die Abholzung – deforestation
anspruchsvoll – demanding
sich anhören – to sound
aufwachsen – to grow up
befreidigend – satisfying
betreuen – to look after, to supervise

das Boot – boat
dicht – dense

leicht – easy
die Mannschaft – team
möglich - possible
nützlich – useful
das Projekt – project
reich – rich
schwierig – difficult
sensibel - sensitive
trainieren – to train
unmöglich – impossible
wichtig - important
Freiwilligenarbeit im Ausland
der Arbeitstag – working day
arm – poor
die Aufgabe – task, job
aufräumen – to tidy up
aussehen – to look

eigentlich – actually, really
einfach – simple, easy

sich interessieren für – to be interested
in

das Feld – field
die Fläche – area
füttern – to feed
das Gebiet – area, region
gechippt - microchipped
die Freiwilligenarbeit – voluntary
work
gefährdet – endangered
die Gesundheit – health

herkommen – to come from
der Kindergarten – nursery
der Kinderheim – children’s home
das Krokodil – crocodile
mehrere – several
die Natur – nature

das Ausland – foreign country
behindert – disabled
brauchen – to need
die Eigenschaft – quality
die Erfahrung - experience
Europa – Europe

der Tabak – tobacco
der Tropfen - drop

daher – that is why
deswegen – therefore
die Diät – diet
die Faulheit – laziness
fettleibig – obese
heutzutage – nowadays
die Kalorie – calorie
konsumieren – to consume
das Krankenhaus - hospital
der Krebs – cancer
die Leber – liver
die Mannschaft – team
schädlich – damaging, harmful
sparen – to save
sterben – to die
der Stubenhocker – couch potato
die Stubenhockerin- couch potato
Rotes Kreuz – Red Cross
die Seilbrücke – rope bridge
die Sicherheit – safety, security
spenden – to donate
der Teil – part
der Tierfreund – animal lover
überprüfen – to check, monitor
die Umgebung – environment
die Waise – orphan
wegen – because of
zurückkehren – to return
Ich will im Form sein
der Alkohol – alcohol
die Chips – crisps
die Droge - drug
elektronisch – electrical
in Form sein – to be fit/in shape
das Gemüse – vegetables
gesund - healthy

auƁerdem – besides, furthermore

aufgeben – to give up
aufhören – to stop

süchtig – addicted
Die Zigarette - cigarette
Damals war ich fit

das Medikament – medicine
nehmen – to take
das Obst – fruit
rauchen – to smoke
sagen – to say
schmecken – to taste

die Gesundheit – health
krank - ill
der Kuchen – cake

lieb – kind, lovely
der Regenwald – rainforest
richtig – real, proper, correct

der Lebensraum – habitat, living
space

echt – real, genuine
ehrenamtlich – voluntary
erreichen – to reach

faszinierend – fascinating
füttern – to feed
die Grundschule – primary school

Willst du helfen ?
das Altenheim – Old people’s home
arbeiten – to work

Der Vegetarier - vegetarian

verschwenden – to
waste

die Verletzung - injury

der Verkehrsunfall –
traffic accident

die Überdosis - overdose

die Sucht - addiction

der Spritzentausch –
needle exchange

riechen – to smell
schaden – to damage
….schmerzen haben –
to have ……ache

magersüchtig - anorexic

das Gehirn - brain
der Magen - stomach

die Ernährung – food,
nourishment

sich erbrechen – to be
sick

die Drogenberatungsstelleadvice centre for drug
addicts

die Bewegung –
movement
bewusstloss – unconscious

ausreichend – sufficient

anstatt – instead of

Lebst du gesund ?
abhängig sein von –
to be dependent on

zunehmen – to put on
weight

weder..noch = neither nor

verbessern – to improve
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A short melody that repeats
slightly higher or lower each
time in a pattern
Fast melodies made up of
patterns that move higher and
lower in scales

Sequence

Scalic

A short motif (bit of melody) repeats slightly higher or lower each
time in a pattern

Music is in major or minor key without any ‘clashing’ chords

The music changes key frequently
(e.g. from major to minor to major)

Music is only ‘forte’ – because all
instruments are playing or ‘piano’
because only one instrument is
playing

Sequence

Diatonic

Modulate / Modulation

Terraced

polyphonic (or
contrapuntal)

Many lines of music (melodies) are
interweaving in and out of each other

Melody lines are equal in length –
usually 4 or 8 bars.

Balanced phrases

Dynamics

Melody lines are very decorative –
e.g. trills

Ornamentation

Volume gets gradually louder
and softer throughout
Clear melody with a simple accompaniment (chords/
sustained notes) underneath

Crescendo and Diminuendo
Homophonic/
Melody
+Accompaniment

Answer

Music is in major or minor key
without any ‘clashing’ chords

Melodies are equal in length –4
or 8 bars.

Balanced phrases

Small. Always.

Size of Orchestra

Diatonic

An unaccompanied virtuosic
(very difficult to play) solo passage - improvised

Cadenza

A melody that is made up of
short ‘chunks’ that seem to
question and answer each other

Clarinet, flute, trombone,
French horn

More woodwind /
Brass instruments

Recorder, oboe, trumpet, violin

Typical Solo instruments

Ripieno = The Accompaniment

Question and

The orchestra is generally larger in the Classical period (but
not by much)

Size of Orchestra

When there is more than one soloist.

Concerto Grosso

Concertino = the soloists

A new development in the Classical Period

The Piano

The harpsichord and cello that always
accompany a Baroque Concerto

The Concerto in the Classical Period 1750-1820 - Mozart

Continuo

The Concerto in the Baroque Period 1600-1750 – Bach

Could play much higher and lower and more dramatic dynamics
Percussion (Timpani, cymbals,
trinagle) – to add emotion

The

New instrument
s

The tempo gradually speeds up
and slows down – to add emotion
Music sometimes includes chords
outside of the scale – can sound
‘clashing’ – to add emotion
Very wide range of emotions
from ppp to fff and lots of gradual crescendo and diminuendo in
between – to add emotion
Clear melody with a simple accompaniment (chords/sustained
notes) underneath

Chromatic

Very
wide
range
Homophonic

Sliding between notes – to add
emotion
Glissando
Rubato

Using notes not in the scale – all
the black and white notes on the
keyboard
Chromatic

French Horn and Cello often used
as solo

Piccolo flute, tuba

The instruments (especially the
soloists) have to p lay much harder music – faster, wider range,
more dynamics

Virtuosic

The Concerto in the Romantic Period 1750-1820 –
Brahms
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URBAN related to the city.
Kirsty Whitlock. (Textile Artist) Uses recycled and reclaimed materials as a response to the
throwaway culture of consumerism. Her work is concept led and exploits the overlooked qualities of the

KEY WORDS

Graffiti

Renewal

District

Planner

Industrial

Planning

Development

cal street art and subversive epigrams combine dark

Redevelopment

Waterfront

humour with graffiti executed in a distinctive sten-

Slum

Tramway

Locality

Neighbourhood

Regeneration

Area

Homelessness

Transportation

Jackson Pollock was an American painter and a

Borough

Commuter

major figure in the abstract expressionist movement.

Landscape

Suburb

He was well known for his unique style of drip paint-

Sewage

Environment

Architecture

Center

Congestion

Rooftop

Jean-Michel Basquiat emerged from the "Punk"

Infrastructure

Architect

scene in New York as a gritty, street-

Pollution

City

Decay

Building

Banksy is an anonymous England-based street artist,
vandal, political activist, and film director. His satiri-

Keith Haring was an American artist whose pop
art and graffiti-like work grew out of the New York

ing. During his lifetime, Pollock enjoyed considerable
fame and notoriety; he was a major artist of his gen-

smart graffiti artist who successfully crossed over
from his "downtown" origins to the international art
gallery circuit. widely celebrated for Neo-

Main Elements of Art Used in this Project

Textiles Techniques for Experimentation
Trapping –with dissolvable fabric./plastics/
laminated/net and voile.
Distressed textiles
Quilting
Splattering/spray
Weaving
Stencil
Free arm embroidery

Texture An element of art that refers to the way things feel, or
look as if they might feel if touched.
There are two types of texture:
1. Actual texture really exists, so you can feel it or touch it. You
can create actual texture in an artwork by changing the surface,
such as sticking different fabrics onto a canvas. Combining different material techniques can create interesting textures.
2. Visual texture is created using marks to represent actual texture. It gives the illusion of a texture or surface but if you
touched it, it would be smooth. You can create visual texture by
using different lines, shapes, colours or tones. Think about how
different marks can be used to show texture.
22
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